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“

The team at ACT has done a superb
job in supporting all aspects of our
partnership.
These include the areas of
marketing/communication, customer
service, coming alongside to train
educators, and of course, executing
excellent testing services . . .
While we are pleased with ACT
Aspire, we are even more pleased to
work with the wonderful and
supportive team at ACT.”
- David Smitherman, Assessment Program and Training
Manager, Association of Christian Schools International,
serving nearly 24,000 Christian schools
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Benefits to Schools Who Administer
ACT Aspire within the ACSI Tenant
• Christian school comparison scores – compare your school’s results to all ACT Aspire
users within the ACSI tenant (almost 10,000 students in spring 2018).
• Free live and recorded training webinars specifically designed to meet the needs of
Christian schools
• The ACSI ACT Aspire Community – give your staff the opportunity to connect with
other Christian school ACT Aspire users throughout the course of the year. Topics
discussed may include:
 Instructional best practices linked to ACT Aspire data
 Test administration
 On-demand resources

• ACSI and ACT Aspire team members – get access to exceptional service and support
through a team of experts from either ACSI or ACT, who work together to support
Christian school educators.
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Academic
Excellence
Nearly all current Christian
school parents (95%) said it
is essential (Barna, 2017).
But How Are You Measuring
It, Comparing it To Other
Area Schools, and Marketing
Your Success?
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Can you tell parents
that your students
are college and
career ready?
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Do You
Know?

• How prepared are your students for college?
• Is your current curriculum preparing students to
meet the College and Career Benchmarks?
• Do your students’ college readiness scores
differ by the courses they have taken or are
currently taking?
• Which of your students aren’t planning to finish
high school?
• Which of your students aren’t planning to go to
college?
• Which are UNDECIDED?
• Which students have the academic ability to get
in to college, but still don’t have plans to attend?
• Which said they need more academic help?
• Which students are interested in which careers?
• Which ACT questions are harder or easier for
your students?
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• Which of your students may not
realize they are skilled at working
with People and Data so you should
encourage them to be a . . .

Do You
Know?

• Buyer
• Travel guide
• FBI agent

• Which said they want to go into
management, yet lack the skills for
that career?
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What If You Knew?
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3 Important Implications
1. The data from ACT would help
you identify some of the
strengths of your school that you
did not realize parents readily
identified
2. This will help you change the
way you market your school,
allowing you to develop a profile
for the kind of parents who might
choose your school
3. The data from ACT would help
you uncover some areas of
improvement
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THE LEADING U.S. COLLEGE ADMISSIONS TEST

The ACT measures
what students learn in
high school to
determine their
academic readiness for
college.
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• The minimum ACT scores needed for a high probability of
success in college courses.
• They offer a concise, reliable, insightful, strategic resource
for articulating postsecondary expectations.

ACT College
Readiness
Benchmarks

• The Benchmarks are empirically derived and based on the
actual performance of students in college.

Represent the level of achievement required for students to have a 50% chance of obtaining a B or higher
or about a 75% chance of obtaining a C or higher in corresponding credit-bearing first-year college courses
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The ACT High School Profile Report
• Provides valuable information about the performance
of students who took the ACT
• The reports focus on:
–student performance
–student access
–course selection
–course rigor
–college readiness
–student awareness
–articulation to higher education
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How Could You Make
Sure ALL of Your
Students Took The ACT
So You Can Have This
Data for ALL STUDENTS?
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ACT District Testing
o Your school can offer an “official” test administration of The ACT at
school during regular school hours on a weekday.
o Administering the ACT at school allows all students to take the test, an
important step toward getting ready for college, at no cost to them.
o Cost:
o $46 (Saturday tests cost parents $55)
o With writing $59.50 (Saturday tests cost parents $70)
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Beyond the data, why
do ACT District
Testing?
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Specific Benefits: Students
• Equity and Access:

• Feel less stress testing in a familiar environment on a regular school day
• Tested on what they’ve learned in their high school core courses
• Eliminate potential concerns about finding transportation to a test center on
a Saturday
• Students who qualify for fee waivers on the ACT will still have two testing
opportunities on national ACT testing dates
• Senior Retake Day

• Bridge Building to the Post-Secondary Experience

• The ACT is accepted by all four-year colleges and universities in the United
States
• Receive personalized information to explore future college and career
decisions based on their strengths, weaknesses, and interests
• Use their scores for financial aid and scholarship applications
• May choose to provide information to help identify opportunities for college
admissions and scholarships
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Specific Benefits: Educators
• Student-Centered Data for School Improvement
•
•

•

Establish baseline information on student performance
Receive information on all of your students’ academic achievement and
college readiness levels to establish a baseline for future comparison
Provide students who are receiving interventions the ability to accurately
reflect what they have learned in school

• Staff Engagement
•
•
•
•

Use data to make informed curriculum decisions and intervention strategies,
and to advise students
Educators own the results of assessments administered in their schools
When all students are assessed, educators invest in the results
Educators value the results and will work to align curriculum and instruction
to improve the results when provided training and time to collaborate over
the data
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Specific Benefits: Educators
• Curriculum Alignment
•

The ACT is a standards-based assessment based on ACT’s College and Career Readiness
Standards

•

Educators can align curriculum and instruction to improve performance on The ACT

•

ACT provides tools and assessments to align curriculum at grades 3-12 to improve college
and career readiness for the entire K-12 system

• Service to Students and Families
•
•
•
•

Ensure student academic growth
Increase student safety
Increase communication regarding college and career readiness with families
Help students and families with planning for college and career after high school
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Every.
Point.
Matters.
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Senior Retake Option at Your School

Every.
Point.
Matters.
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Do you have clusters of students who
are sitting just below the
benchmark in any one area?
Are there steps that can be taken to
bump those students into the
shaded area?
Where are your students
outperforming other Christian
Schools?
Which areas need attention?
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Do You
Know?

• How prepared are your students for college?
• Is your current curriculum preparing students to
meet the College and Career Benchmarks?
• Do your students’ college readiness scores
differ by the courses they have taken or are
currently taking?
• Which of your students aren’t planning to finish
high school?
• Which of your students aren’t planning to go to
college?
• Which are UNDECIDED?
• Which students have the academic ability to get
in to college, but still don’t have plans to attend?
• Which said they need more academic help?
• Which students are interested in which careers?
• Which ACT questions are harder or easier for
your students?
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ACT
Academy

Page XX

Prep Based
on Test
Results
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District Testing
• Initial Test Date: October 6, 2020
• Initial Accommodations Testing
Window: October 6‐9, 2020; October
12‐16, 2020
• Makeup Test Date: October 20, 2020
• Makeup Accommodations Testing
Window: October 20‐23, 2020;
October 26, 2020
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Get the Data You Need

Summary

• District Testing (ACT at Your School)
o $46
o With writing $59.50
o Discounts for FRL
• PreACT (Predict, Plan, Practice) $14 per
student
• Tessera (SEL assessment) $10 per student
28
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Test Date Options
Session

Enrollment
Deadline

Paper Test Date

Online Test Window

Fall PAPER ONLY

August 14

October 6, 2020 (Initial)
October 20, 2020 (Makeup)

N/A Paper Only

Early Spring

January 15

March 2, 2021
(Initial)
March 16, 2021 (Makeup)

March 2-4, 2021 (Initial)
March 9-11, 2021 (Initial)
March 16-18, 2021, (Makeup)
March 23-25, 2021 (Makeup)

Late Spring

February 12

March 30, 2021 (Initial)
April 13, 2021 (Makeup)

March 30-31, 2021 (Initial)
April 1, 2021 (Initial)
April 6-8, 2021 (Initial)
April 13-15, 2021 (Makeup)
April 20-22, 2021 (Makeup)

Late April ONLINE
ONLY

March 12

N/A Online Only

April 20-22, 2021 (Initial)
April 27-29, 2021 (Initial)
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Superscoring
Superscoring aIlows students to utilize their highest
individual section scores across all of their test events
for ACT to calculate the best possible composite score.

Benefits:
 Best test results when applying for admissions and scholarships.
 Highest battery composite report included.
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Superscoring
Superscoring is the
process of averaging
the 4 best subject
scores from all
ACT test attempts.
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Superscoring

• When a superscore is sent to the college,
the score will include the student’s highest
battery score and all other test event scores
that make the superscore
• A student’s superscore can be comprised of
National, State, and District events.
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ACT Section Retest
Students who have taken the complete test at least
once, will be given the choice to retake individual
ACT section tests, rather than the full ACT test
again.
Benefits:
 Narrow preparation focus
 Shorter test time
 More likelihood of improving their SUPERSCORE shared with
college and universities
33

• Students can retest up to 3 sections on a national test date
• The writing test will be available as well
• Only offered online, no paper

Section
Retest

• State and district testing is under evaluation for the future
• Students who qualify for a fee waiver will be able to use that
for a full ACT test or for a section retest
• Offered 7 times a year, on the same national test dates
• Cost is TBD
• No limit to the number of times they retest
• Students will be in a different room from students taking entire
test
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District Testing Website
http://www.act.org/content/act/en/products-andservices/the-act-educator/states-and-districts.html

Thank You!

Carrie Ridenour, Ph.D.
carrie.ridenour@act.org
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